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Lars Grüne

Abstract In this chapter, we give a survey of recent results on approximate optimality and stability of closed loop trajectories generated by model predictive control
(MPC). Both stabilizing and economic MPC are considered and both schemes with
and without terminal conditions are analyzed. A particular focus of the chapter is
to highlight the role dynamic programming plays in this analysis. As we will see,
dynamic programming arguments are ubiquitous in the analysis of MPC schemes.

1 Introduction
Model Predictive Control (MPC), also known as Receding Horizon Control, is one
of the most successful modern control techniques, both regarding its popularity in
academics and its use in industrial applications [6, 10, 14, 28]. In MPC, the control input is synthesized via the repeated solution of finite horizon optimal control
problems on overlapping horizons. Among the most fundamental properties to be
investigated when analyzing MPC schemes are the stability and (approximate) optimality properties of the closed loop solutions generated by MPC. One interpretation
of MPC is that an infinite horizon optimal control problem is split up into the repeated solution of auxiliary finite horizon problems [12].
Dynamic Programming (DP) is one of the fundamental mathematical techniques
for dealing with optimal control problems [4, 5]. It provides a rule to split up a
high (possibly infinite) dimensional optimization problem over a long (possibly infinite) time horizon into auxiliary optimization problems on shorter horizons, which
are much easier to solve. While at a first glance this appears similar to the procedure just described for MPC, the approach is different, in the sense that in DP
the exact information about the future of the optimal trajectories — by means of
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the corresponding optimal value function — is included in the auxiliary problem.
Thus, it provides a characterization of the exact solution, at the expense that the
auxiliary problems are typically difficult to formulate and the number of auxiliary
problems becomes huge — the (in)famous “curse of dimensionality”. In MPC, the
future information is only approximated (for schemes with terminal conditions) or
even completely disregarded (for schemes without terminal conditions). This makes
the auxiliary problems easy to formulate and to solve and keeps the number of these
problems low, but now at the expense that it does not yield an exact optimal solution
of the original problem anymore.
However, it may still be possible that the solution trajectories generated by MPC
are stable and approximately optimal, and the key for proving such statements is
to make sure that the neglected future information only slightly affects the solution. The present chapter presents a survey of a selection of results in this direction
and in particular shows that ideas from dynamic programming are essential for this
purpose. As we will show, dynamic programming methods can be used for estimating near optimal performance under suitable conditions on the future information
(Proposition 6 and Theorem 15 are examples for such statements) but also for ensuring that the future information satisfies these conditions (as, e.g., in Proposition
8 or Lemma 14(ii)). Moreover, dynamic programming naturally provides ways to
derive stability or convergence from optimality via Lyapunov functions arguments,
as in Proposition 3.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the setting and the
MPC algorithm we consider in this chapter. Section 3 collects the results from dynamic programming we will need in the sequel. Section 4 then presents results for
stabilizing MPC, in which the stage cost penalizes the distance to a desired equilibrium. Both schemes with and without terminal conditions are discussed. Section
5 extends this analysis to MPC schemes with more general stage costs, which is
usually referred to as economic MPC. Section 6 concludes the chapter.

2 Setting, definitions and notation
In this chapter we consider discrete time optimal control problems of the form
Minimize JN (x0 , u) with respect to the control sequence u,

(1)

where N ∈ N∞ := N ∪ {∞} and
N−1

JN (x0 , u) =

∑ `(x(k), u(k)),
k=0

subject to the dynamics and the initial condition
x(k + 1) = f (x(k), u(k)),

x(0) = x0

(2)
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and the combined state and input constraints
(x(k), u(k)) ∈ Y ∀k = 0, . . . , N − 1 and x(N) ∈ X

(3)

for all k ∈ N for which the respective values are defined. Here Y ⊂ X × U is the
constraint set, X and U are the the state and input value set, respectively, and
X := {x ∈ X | ∃u ∈ U with (x, u) ∈ Y} is the state constraint set. The sets X and
U are metric spaces with metrics dX (·, ·) and dU (·, ·). Because there is no danger
of confusion we usually omit the indices X and U in the metrics. We denote the
solution of (2) by xu (k, x0 ). Moreover, for the distance of a point x ∈ X to another
point y ∈ X we use the short notation |x|y := d(x, y).
For x0 ∈ X and N ∈ N we define the set of admissible control sequences as
UN (x0 ) := {u ∈ U N | (xu (k, x0 ), u(k)) ∈ Y ∀ k = 0, . . . , N − 1 and xu (N, x0 ) ∈ X}
and
U∞ (x0 ) := {u ∈ U ∞ | (xu (k, x0 ), u(k)) ∈ Y ∀ k ∈ N}
Since feasibility issues are not the topic of this chapter, we make the simplifying
assumption that UN (x0 ) 6= 0/ for all x0 ∈ X and all N ∈ N∞ . If desired, this assumption
can be avoided using the techniques from, e.g., [9], [14, Chapter 7], [20, Chapter 5],
or [27].
Corresponding to the optimal control problem (1) we define the optimal value
function
VN (x0 ) := inf J(x0 , u)
u∈UN (x0 )

and we say that a control sequence u?N ∈ UN (x0 ) is optimal for initial value x0 ∈ X
if J(x0 , u?N ) = VN (x0 ) holds.
It is often desirable to solve optimal control problems with infinite horizon
N = ∞, for instance because the control objective under consideration naturally
leads to an infinite horizon problem (like stabilization or tracking problems) or because an optimal control is needed for an indefinite amount of time (as in many
regulation problems). For such problems the optimal control is usually desired in
feedback form, i.e., in the form u?N (k) = µ(x(k)) for a feedback map µ : X → U.
Except for special cases like linear quadratic problems without constraints, computing infinite horizon optimal feedback laws is in general a very difficult task. On
the other hand, very accurate approximations to optimal control sequences u?N for
finite horizon problems, particularly with moderate N, can be computed easily and
fast (sometimes within a few milliseconds), and often also reliably with state-of-theart numerical optimization routines, even for problems in which the dynamics (2)
are governed by partial differential equations. The following Receding Horizon or
Model Predictive Control algorithm (henceforth abbreviated by MPC) is therefore
an attractive alternative to solving an infinite horizon optimal control problem.
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Algorithm 1 (Basic Model Predictive Control Algorithm)
(Step 0) Fix a (finite) optimization horizon N ∈ N and set k := 0;
let an initial value xMPC (0) be given
(Step 1) Compute an optimal control sequence u?N of Problem (1) for x0 = xMPC (k)
(Step 2) Define the MPC feedback law value µN (xMPC (k)) := u?N (0)
(Step 3) Set xMPC (k + 1) := f (xMPC (k + 1), µN (xMPC (k))), k := k + 1
and go to (Step 1)
We note that although derived from an open loop optimal control sequence u?N , µN
is indeed a map from X to U, however, it will in general not be given in the form
of an explicit formula. Rather, given xMPC (k), the value µN (xMPC (k)) is obtained by
solving the optimal control problem in Step 1 of Algorithm 1, which is usually done
numerically.
In MPC, one often introduces additional terminal conditions, consisting of a terminal constraint set X0 ⊆ X and a terminal cost F : X0 → R. To this end, the optimization objective JN is modified to
N−1

JNtc (x, u) =

∑ `(x(k), u(k)) + F(x(N))
k=0

and the last constraint in (3) is tightened to
x(N) ∈ X0 .
Moreover, we denote the corresponding space of admissible control sequences by
UN0 (x0 ) := {u ∈ UN (x0 ) | xu (N, x0 ) ∈ X0 }
and the optimal value function by
VNtc (x0 ) :=

inf

u∈UN
0 (x0 )

J(x0 , u).

Observe that the problem without terminal conditions is obtained for F ≡ 0 and
X0 = X.
N
tc
tc
tc?
Again, a control utc?
N ∈ U0 (x0 ) is called optimal if VN (x0 ) = JN (x0 , uN ). Due
N
to the terminal constraints it is in general not guaranteed that U0 (x0 ) 6= 0/ for all
x0 ∈ X. We therefore define XN := {x0 ∈ X | UN0 (x0 ) 6= 0}.
/ For MPC in which JNtc is
minimized in Step 1 we denote the resulting feedback law by µNtc . Note that µNtc is
defined on XN .
A priori, it is not clear, at all, whether the trajectory xMPC generated by the MPC
algorithm enjoys approximate optimality properties or qualitative properties like
stability. In the remainder of this chapter, we will give conditions under which such
properties can be guaranteed. In order to measure the optimality of the closed loop
trajectory, we introduce its closed loop finite and infinite horizon values
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K−1

JKcl (x, µN ) :=

∑ `(xMPC (k), µN (xMPC (k)))
k=0

and
J∞cl (x, µN ) := lim sup JKcl (xMPC (0), µN )
K→∞

where in both cases the initial value xMPC (0) = x is used.

3 Dynamic programming
Dynamic programming is a name for a set of relations between optimal value functions and optimal trajectories at different time instants. In what follows we state
those relations which are important for the remainder of this chapter. For their proofs
we refer to [14, Chapters 3 and 4].
For the finite horizon problem without terminal conditions the following equations and statements hold for all N ∈ N and all K ∈ N with K ≤ N (using V0 (x) ≡ 0
in case K = N):
VN (x) =

inf {JK (x, u) +VN−K (xu (K, x))}

u∈UK (x)

(4)

If u?N ∈ UN (x) is an optimal control for initial value x and horizon N, then
VN (x) = JK (x, u?N ) +VN−K (xu?N (K, x))

(5)

the sequence uK := (u?N (K), . . . , u?N (N − 1)) ∈ UN−K (xu?N (K, x))
is an optimal control for initial value xu?N (K, x) and horizon N − K.

(6)

and

Moreover, for all x ∈ X the MPC feedback law µN satisfies
VN (x) = `(x, µN (x)) +VN−1 ( f (x, µN (x))).

(7)

For the finite horizon problem with terminal conditions the following holds for
all N ∈ N and all K ∈ N with K ≤ N (using V0tc (x) = F(x) in case K = N):
VNtc (x) =

inf

tc
(xu (K, x))},
{JK (x, u) +VN−K

u∈UK
N−K (x)

(8)

N
where UKN−K (x0 ) := {u ∈ UK (x0 ) | xu (N, x0 ) ∈ XN−K }. If utc?
N ∈ U0 (x) is an optimal
control for initial value x and horizon N, then
tc
(K, x))
VNtc (x) = JK (x, utc?
N ) +VN−K (xutc?
N

and

(9)
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tc?
tc?
N−K (x tc? (K, x))
the sequence utc
uN
K := (uN (K), . . . , uN (N − 1)) ∈ U
is an optimal control for initial value xutc?
(K,
x)
and
horizon
N − K.
N

(10)

Moreover, for all x ∈ X the MPC feedback law µNtc satisfies
tc
( f (x, µNtc (x))).
VNtc (x) = `(x, µNtc (x)) +VN−1

(11)

Finally, for the infinite horizon problem the following equations and statements
hold for all K ∈ N:
V∞ (x) =

inf {JK (x, u) +V∞ (xu (K, x))}

(12)

u∈UK (x)

If u?∞ is an optimal control for initial value x and horizon N, then

and

V∞ (x) = JK (x, u?∞ ) +V∞ (xu?∞ (K, x))

(13)

the sequence uK := (u?∞ (K), u?∞ (K + 1), . . .) ∈ U∞ (xu?∞ (K, x))
is an optimal control for initial value xu?∞ (K, x).

(14)

The equations just stated can be used as the basis of numerical algorithms, see,
e.g., [5, 17] and the references therein. Here, however, we rather use them as tools
for the analysis of the performance of the MPC algorithm. Besides the equalities,
above, which refer to the optimal trajectories, we will also need corresponding inequalities. These will be used in order to estimate JKcl and J∞cl as shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 2 Assume there is function ε : X → R such that the approximate dynamic programming inequality
VN (x) + ε(x) ≥ `(x, µN (x)) +VN ( f (x, µN (x)))

(15)

holds for all x ∈ X. Then for each MPC closed loop solution xMPC and all K ∈ N
the inequality
K−1

JKcl (xMPC (0), µN ) ≤ VN (xMPC (0)) −VN (xMPC (K)) +

∑ εk

(16)

k=0

holds for εk = ε(xMPC (k)). If, in addition, ε̂ := lim supK→∞ ∑K−1
k=0 εk < ∞ and
lim infK→∞ VN (xMPC (K)) ≥ 0 hold, then also
J∞cl (xMPC (0), µN ) ≤ VN (xMPC (0)) + ε̂
holds. The same statements are true when VN and µN are replaced by their terminal
conditioned counterparts VNtc and µNtc , respectively.
Proof. Observing that xMPC (k + 1) = f (x, µN (x)) for x = xMPC (k) and using (15)
with this x we have
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K−1

JKcl (xMPC (0), µN ) =

∑ `(xMPC (k), µN (xMPC (k)))
k=0
K−1

≤

∑ [VN (xMPC (k)) −VN (xMPC (k + 1)) + εk ]
k=0
K−1

= VN (xMPC (0)) −VN (xMPC (K)) +

∑ εk ,
k=0

which shows the first claim. The second claim follows from the first by taking the
upper limit for K → ∞. The proof for the terminal conditioned case is identical. t
u

4 Stabilizing MPC
Using the dynamic programming results just stated, we will now derive estimates
for J∞cl in the case of stabilizing MPC. Stabilizing MPC refers to the case in which
the stage cost ` penalizes the distance to a desired equilibrium. More precisely, let
(x∗ , u∗ ) ∈ Y be an equilibrium, i.e., f (x∗ , u∗ ) = x∗ . Then throughout this section we
assume that there is α1 ∈ K∞ such that1 ` satisfies
`(x∗ , u∗ ) = 0 and `(x, u) ≥ α1 (|x|x∗ )

(17)

for all x ∈ X. Moreover, for the terminal cost F we assume
F(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ X0 .

(18)

We note that (18) trivially holds in case no terminal cost is used, i.e., if F ≡ 0.
The purpose of this choice of ` is to force the optimal trajectories — and thus
hopefully also the MPC trajectories — to converge to x∗ . The following proposition
shows that this hope is justified under suitable conditions, where the approximate
dynamic programming inequality (15) plays a pivotal role.
Proposition 3 Let the assumptions of Proposition 2, (17) and (18) (in case of terminal conditions) hold with ε(x) ≤ ηα1 (|x|x∗ ) for all x ∈ X and some η < 1. Then
xMPC (k) → x∗ as k → ∞.
Proof. We first observe that the assumptions imply VN (x) ≥ 0 or VNtc (x) ≥ 0, respectively. We continue the proof for VN , the proof for VNtc is identical. Assume
xMPC (k) 6→ x∗ , i.e., there are δ > 0 and a sequence k p → ∞ with |xMPC (k p )|x∗ ≥ δ
for all p ∈ N. Then by induction over (15) with x = xMPC (k) we get

The space K∞ consists of all functions α : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) with α(0) = 0 which are continuous,
strictly increasing and unbounded.
1
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VN (xMPC (K)) ≤ VN (xMPC (0)) −

K−1 

∑


`(xMPC (k), µN (xMPC (k))) − ε(xMPC (k))

k=0
K−1

≤ VN (xMPC (0)) −

∑ (1 − η)α1 (|xMPC (k)|x∗ )
k=0

≤ VN (xMPC (0)) −

∑

(1 − η)α1 (|xMPC (k p )|x∗ )

p∈N
k p ≤K−1

≤ VN (xMPC (0)) − #{p ∈ N | k p ≤ K}(1 − η)α1 (δ ).
Now as K → ∞ the number #{p ∈ N | k p ≤ K} grows unboundedly, which implies
that VN (xMPC (K)) < 0 for sufficiently large K which contradicts the non-negativity
of VN . t
u
We remark that under additional conditions (essentially appropriate upper bounds
on VN or VNtc , respectively), asymptotic stability of x∗ can also be established, see,
e.g., [14, Theorem 4.11] or [28, Theorem 2.22].

4.1 Terminal conditions
In this section we use the terminal conditions in order to ensure that the approximate
dynamic programming inequality (15) holds with ε(x) ≤ 0 and VNtc (x) ≥ 0. Then
Proposition 2 applies and yields J∞cl (xMPC (0), µNtc ) ≤ VNtc (xMPC (0)) while Proposition 3 implies xMPC (k) → x∗ . The key for making this approach work is the following
assumption.
Assumption 4 For each x ∈ X there is ux ∈ U with (x, ux ) ∈ Y, f (x, ux ) ∈ X and
`(x, ux ) + F( f (x, ux )) ≤ F(x).

While conditions like Assumption 4 were already developed in the 1990s, e.g., in
[7, 22, 25], it was the paper [23] published in 2000 which established this condition
as the standard assumption for stabilizing MPC with terminal conditions. The particular case X = {x∗ } was investigated in detail already in the 1980s in the seminal
paper [19].
Theorem 5. Consider the MPC scheme with terminal conditions satisfying (17),
(18) and Assumption 4. Then the inequality J∞cl (x, µNtc ) ≤ VNtc (x) and the convergence
xMPC (k) → x∗ for k → ∞ hold for all x ∈ XN and the closed loop solution xMPC (k)
with xMPC (0) = x.
Proof. As explained before the theorem, it is sufficient to prove (15) with ε(x) ≤ 0
and VNtc (x) ≥ 0; then Propositions 2 and 3 yield the assertions. The inequalityVNtc (x) ≥
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0 is immediate from (17) and (18). For proving (15) with ε(x) ≤ 0, using ux from
Assumption 4 with x = xu (N − 1, x0 ) we get
N−2
tc
VN−1
(x0 ) =

∑ `(xu (k, x0 ), u(k)) + F(xu (N − 1, x0 ))

inf

(x0 ) k=0
u∈UN−1
0

N−2

≥

∑ `(xu (k, x0 ), u(k)) + `(x, ux ) + F( f (x, ux ))

inf

(x0 ) k=0
u∈UN−1
0
N−1

≥

inf

∑ `(xu (k, x0 ), u(k)) + F(xu (N, x0 ))

u∈UN
0 (x0 ) k=0

= VNtc (x0 )

Inserting this inequality for x0 = f (x, µNtc (x)) into (11) we obtain
tc
( f (x, µNtc (x))) ≥ `(x, µNtc (x)) +VNtc ( f (x, µNtc (x)))
VNtc (x) = `(x, µNtc (x)) +VN−1

and thus (15) with ε ≡ 0. t
u
A drawback of the inequality J∞cl (x, µNtc ) ≤ VNtc (x) is that it is in general quite
difficult to give estimates for VNtc (x). Under reasonable assumptions it can be shown
that VNtc (x) → V∞ (x) for N → ∞ [14, Section 5.4]. This implies that the MPC solution
is near optimal for the infinite horizon problem for N sufficiently large. However, it
is in general difficult to make statements about the speed of convergence of VNtc (x) →
V∞ (x) as N → ∞ and thus to estimate the length of the horizon N which is needed
for a desired degree of suboptimality.

4.2 No terminal conditions
The decisive property induced by Assumption 4 and exploited in the proof of Theotc (x ) ≥ V tc (x ). Without this inequality, (11) implies that
rem 5 is the fact that VN−1
0
0
N
(15) with ε ≡ 0 cannot in general be satisfied. Without terminal conditions and under
the condition (17) it is, however, straightforward to see that the opposite inequality
tc (x ) ≤ V tc (x ) holds, where in most cases this inequality is strict. This means
VN−1
0
0
N
that without terminal conditions we need to work with positive ε. The following
proposition, which was motivated by a similar “relaxed dynamic programming” inequality used in [21], introduces a variant of Proposition 2 which we will use for
this purpose.
Proposition 6 Assume there is a constant α ∈ (0, 1] such that the relaxed dynamic
programming inequality
VN (x) ≥ α`(x, µN (x)) +VN ( f (x, µN (x)))

(19)

holds for all x ∈ X. Then for each MPC closed loop solution xMPC and all K ∈ N
the inequality
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J∞cl (xMPC (0), µN ) ≤ V∞ (xMPC (0))/α
and, if additionally (17) holds, the convergence xMPC (k) → x∗ for k → ∞ hold.
Proof. Applying Proposition 2 with ε(x) = (1 − α)`(x, µN (x)) yields
JKcl (xMPC (0), µN ) ≤ VN (xMPC (0)) −VN (xMPC (K))
K−1

+ (1 − α)

∑ `(xMPC (k), µN (xMPC (k))) .
k=0

|

{z

=JKcl (xMPC (0),µN )

}

Using VN ≥ 0 this implies αJKcl (xMPC (0), µN ) ≤ VN (xMPC (0)) which implies the
first assertion by letting K → ∞ and dividing by α. The convergence xMPC (k) → x∗
follows from Proposition 3. t
u
A simple condition under which we can guarantee that (19) holds is given in the
following assumption.
Assumption 7 There are constants γk > 0, k ∈ N with supk∈N γk < ∞ and
Vk (x) ≤ γk

`(x, u).

inf
u∈U,(x,u)∈Y

A sufficient condition for Assumption 7 to hold is that ` is a polynomial satisfying (17) and the system can be controlled to x∗ exponentially fast. However, via
an appropriate choice of ` Assumption 7 can also be satisfied if the system is not
exponentially controllable, see, e.g., [14, Example 6.7].
The following theorem, taken with modifications from [29], shows that Assumption 7 implies (19).
Proposition 8 Consider the MPC scheme without terminal conditions
satisfying


γk −1
.
Assumption 7. Then (19) holds with α = 1 − (γ2 − 1)(γN − 1) ∏N−1
k=0
γ
k

Proof. First note that for x = x∗ (19) always holds because all expressions vanish.
For x 6= x∗ , we consider the MPC solution xMPC (·) with xMPC (0) = x, abbreviate
λk = `(xu?N (k, x), u?N (k)) with u?N denoting the optimal control for initial value x0 = x,
and ν = VN ( f (x, µN (x))) = VN (xMPC (1)). Then (19) becomes
N−1

∑ λk − ν ≥ αλ0

(20)

k=0

We prove the theorem by showing the inequality
N−1 

λN−1 ≤ (γN − 1) ∏

k=2


γk − 1
λ0
γk

(21)
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for all feasible λ0 , . . . , λN−1 . From this (20) follows since the dynamic programming
equation (4) with x = xMPC (1) and K = N − 2 implies
ν≤

N−2

N−2

n=1

n=1

∑ `(xu?N (n, x), u?N (n)) +V2 (xu?N (N − 1, x)) ≤ ∑ λn + γ2 λN−1

and thus (21), γ2 ≥ 1 and λ0 = 1 yield
N−1

∑

n=0

N−1 

λn − ν ≥ λ0 + (1 − γ2 )λN−1 ≥ λ0 − (γ2 − 1)(γN − 1) ∏

k=2


γk − 1
λ0 = αλ0 .
γk

i.e., (20). In order to prove (21), we start by observing that since uK := (u?N (K), . . .,
u?N (N − 1)) is an optimal control for initial value xu?N (K, x) and horizon N − K, we
?
obtain ∑N−1
k=p λk = VN−p (xuN (p + 1)) ≤ γN−p λ p , which implies
N−1

λk ≤ (γN−p − 1)λ p

∑

(22)

k=p+1

for p = 0, . . . , N − 2. From this we can conclude
N−1

λp +

∑

λk ≥

k=p+1

N−1
N−1
λk
∑k=p+1
γN−p N−1
+ ∑ λk =
∑ λk .
γN−p − 1 k=p+1
γN−p − 1 k=p+1

Using this inequality inductively for p = 1, . . . , N − 2 yields
N−1

N−2 

∑ λk ≥ ∏
k=1

k=1



N−1 
γk
γN−k
λN−1 = ∏
λN−1 .
γN−k − 1
k=2 γk − 1

Using (22) for p = 0 we then obtain
N−1

(γN − 1)λ0 ≥

N−1 

∑ λk ≥ ∏
k=1

k=2


γk
λN−1
γk − 1

which implies (21). t
u
This proposition immediately leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 9. Consider the MPC scheme without terminal conditions satisfying Assumption 7. Then for all sufficiently large N ∈ N the inequality J∞cl (x, µN ) ≤ V∞ (x)/α
and the convergence xMPC (k) → x∗ for k → ∞ hold for all x ∈ X and the closed loop
solution xMPC (k) with xMPC (0) = x, with α from Proposition 8.
Proof. Since γ∞ := supk∈N γk < ∞ it follows that (γk − 1)/γk ≤ (γ∞ − 1)/γ∞ < 1 for
all k ∈ N, implying that α from Proposition 8 satisfies α ∈ (0, 1] for sufficiently
large N. For these N the assertion follows from Proposition 6. t
u
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We note that α from Proposition 8 is not optimal. In [15] (see also [30] and [14,
Chapter 6]) the optimal bound
α = 1−

(γN − 1) ∏Nk=2 (γk − 1)
∏Nk=2 γk − ∏Nk=2 (γk − 1)

(23)

is derived, however, at the expense of a much more involved proof than that of
Proposition 8. The difference between the two bounds can be illustrated if we assume γk = γ for all k ∈ N and compute the minimal N ∈ N such that α > 0 holds,
i.e., the minimal N for which Theorem 9 ensures the convergence xMPC (k) → x∗ . For
α from Proposition 8 we obtain the condition N > 2 + 2 ln(γ − 1)/(ln γ − ln(γ − 1))
while for α from (23) we obtain N > 2 + ln(γ − 1)/(ln γ − ln(γ − 1)). The optimal
α hence reduces the estimate for N roughly by a factor of 2.
The analysis can be extended to the situation in which α in (19) cannot be found
for all x ∈ X. In this case, one can proceed similarly as in the discussion after Theorem 15, below, in order to obtain practical asymptotic stability, i.e., inequality (34),
on bounded subsets of X.

5 Economic MPC
Economic MPC has become the common name for MPC schemes in which the
stage cost ` does not penalize the distance to an equilibrium x∗ which was determined a priori. Rather, ` models economic objectives, like high output, low energy
consumption etc. or a combination thereof.
For such general ` many of the arguments from the previous section do not work
for several reasons. First, the cost JN and thus the optimal value function VN is not
necessarily nonnegative, a fact which was exploited in several places in the proofs
in the last section. Second, the infinite sum in the infinite horizon objective need not
converge and thus it may not make sense to talk about infinite horizon performance.
Finally, optimal trajectories need not stay close or converge to an equilibrium, again
a fact that was used in various places in the last section.
A systems theoretic property which effectively serves as a remedy for all these
difficulties is contained in the following definition.
Definition 10 (Strict Dissipativity and Dissipativity) We say that an optimal control problem with stage cost ` is strictly dissipative at an equilibrium (xe , ue ) ∈ Y
if there exists a storage function λ : X → R bounded from below and satisfying
λ (xe ) = 0, and a function ρ ∈ K∞ such that for all (x, u) ∈ Y the inequality
`(x, u) − `(xe , ue ) + λ (x) − λ ( f (x, u)) ≥ ρ(|x|xe )

(24)

holds. We say that an optimal control problem with stage cost ` is dissipative at
(xe , ue ) if the same conditions hold with ρ ≡ 0.
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We note that the assumption λ (xe ) = 0 can be made without loss of generality because adding a constant to λ does not invalidate (24).
The observation that strict dissipativity is the “right” property in order to analyze
economic MPC schemes was first made by Diehl, Amrit and Rawlings in [8], where
strict duality, i.e., strict dissipativity with a linear storage function, was used. The
extension to the nonlinear notion of strict dissipativity was then made by Angeli and
Rawlings in [3]. Although recent studies show that for certain classes of systems this
property can be further (slightly) relaxed (see [26]), here we work with this condition because it provides a mathematically elegant way for dealing with economic
MPC.
Remark 11 Strict dissipativity implies several important properties:
(i) The equilibrium (xe , ue ) ∈ Y from Definition 10 is a strict optimal equilibrium in
the sense that `(xe , ue ) < `(x, u) for all other admissible equilibria of f , i.e., all
other (x, u) ∈ Y with f (x, u) = x. This follows immediately from (24).
(ii) The optimal equilibrium xe has the turnpike property, i.e., the following holds:
For each δ > 0 there exists σδ ∈ L such that2 for all N, P ∈ N, x ∈ X and u ∈
UN (x) with JNuc (x, u) ≤ N`(xe , ue ) + δ , the set Q(x, u, P, N) := {k ∈ {0, . . . , N −
1} | |xu (k, x)|xe ≥ σδ (P)} has at most P elements. A proof of this fact can be found,
e.g., in [14, Proposition 8.15]. The same property holds for all near optimal
trajectories of the infinite horizon problem, provided it is well defined, cf. [14,
Proposition 8.18].
˜ u) := `(x, u) − `(xe , ue ) + λ (x) −
(iii) If we define the modified or rotated cost `(x,
λ ( f (x, u)), then this modified cost satisfies (17), i.e., the basic property we exploited in the previous section.
The third property enables us to use the optimal control problem with modified
cost `˜ as an auxiliary problem in our analysis. The way this auxiliary problem is used
crucially depends on whether we use terminal conditions or not. We start with the
case with terminal conditions. Throughout this section, we assume that all functions
under consideration are continuous in xe .

5.1 Terminal conditions
For the economic MPC problem with terminal conditions we make exactly the same
assumption on the terminal constraint set X0 and the terminal cost F as in the stabilizing case, i.e., we again use Assumption 4. We assume without loss of generality
that F(xe ) = 0, which implies that F may attain negative values, because ` may be
negative, too.

2 The space L contains all functions σ : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) which are continuous and strictly decreasing with limt→∞ σ (t) = 0.
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Now the main trick — taken from [1] — lies in the fact that we introduce an
adapted terminal cost for the problem with the modified cost `.˜ To this end, we dee := F(x) + λ (x). We denote the cost functional for the
fine the terminal cost F(x)
modified problems without and with terminal conditions by JeN and JeNtc , respectively,
and the corresponding optimal value functions by VeN and VeNtc . Then a straightforward computation reveals that
JeNtc (x, u) = JNtc (x, u) + λ (x) − N`(xe , ue ),

(25)

which means that the original and the modified optimization objective only differ in
terms which do not depend on u. Hence, the optimal trajectories corresponding to
VeNtc and VNtc coincide and the MPC scheme using the modified costs `˜ and Fe yields
exactly the same closed loop trajectories as the scheme using ` and F.
One easily sees that Fe and `˜ also satisfy Assumption 4, i.e., that for each x ∈ X0
there is ux ∈ U with (x, ux ) ∈ Y, f (x, ux ) ∈ X0 and
˜ ux ) + F(
e f (x, ux )) ≤ F(x)
e
`(x,

(26)

if ` and F satisfy this property.
e
Moreover, if Fe is bounded on X0 , then (26) implies F(x)
≥ 0 for all x ∈ X0 .
In order to see this, assume F(x0 ) < 0 for some x0 ∈ X0 and consider the control
sequence defined by u(k) = ux with ux from (26) for x = xu (k, x0 ). Then, `˜ ≥ 0
implies F(xu (k, x)) ≤ F(x0 ) < 0 for all k ∈ N. Moreover, similar as in the proof
of Theorem (3), the fact that `˜ satisfies (17) implies that xu (k, x0 ) → xe , because
otherwise F(xu (k, x0 )) → −∞ which contradicts the boundedness of F. But then
continuity of F in xe implies
F(xe ) = lim F(xu (k, x0 )) ≤ F(x0 ) < 0
k→∞

e ≥ 0 follows for all x ∈ X0 (for a more
which contradicts F(xe ) = 0. Hence F(x)
detailed proof see [14, Proof of Theorem 8.13]).
As a consequence, the problem with the modified costs `˜ and Fe satisfies all the
properties we assumed for the results in Section 4.1. Hence, Theorem 5 applies and
yields the convergence xMPC (k) → xe and the performance estimate
Je∞cl (x, µNtc ) ≤ VeNtc (x).
As in the stabilizing case, under suitable conditions we obtain VeNtc (x) → Ve∞ (x) as
N → ∞. However, this only gives an estimate for the modified objective Je∞cl with
stage cost `˜ but not for the original objective J∞cl with stage cost `.
In order to obtain an estimate for J∞cl , one can proceed in two different ways:
either one assumes `(xe , ue ) = 0 (which can always be achieved by adding `(xe , ue )
to `) and that the infinite horizon problem is well defined, which in particular means
that |V∞ (x)| is finite. Then, from the definition of the problems, one sees that the
relations
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Je∞cl (x, µNtc ) = J∞cl (x, µNtc ) − lim λ (xMPC (k))
k→∞

and
Ve∞ (x) ≤ V∞cl (x) − lim λ (xu?∞ (k, x)) and V∞ (x) ≤ Ve∞cl (x) + lim λ (xũ?∞ (k, x))
k→∞

k→∞

hold for xMPC (0) = x and ũ?∞ and u?∞ denoting the optimal controls corresponding to
Ve∞ (x) and V∞ (x), respectively.
Now strict dissipativity implies xũ?∞ (k, x) → xe and xu?∞ (k, x) → xe as k → ∞ (for
details see [14, Proposition 8.18]), moreover, we already know that xMPC (k) → xe
as k → ∞. Since λ (xe ) = 0 and λ is continuous in xe this implies
J∞cl (x, µNtc ) → V∞ (x)
as N → ∞, i.e., near optimal infinite horizon performance of the MPC closed loop
for sufficiently large N.
The second way to obtain an estimate is to look at JKcl (x, µNtc ), which avoids setting `(xe , ue ) = 0 and making assumptions on |V∞ |. However, while xMPC (k) → xe ,
in the economic MPC context — even in the presence of strict dissipativity — the
optimal trajectory xu?N (k, x) will in general not end near xe , see, e.g., the examples
in [11, 12] or [14, Chapter 8]. Hence, comparing JKcl (x, µNtc ) and VK (x) will in general not be meaningful. However, if for x = xMPC (0) we set δ (k) := |xMPC (k)|xe and
define the class of controls
UKδ (K) (x) := {u ∈ UK (x) | |xu (K, x)|xe ≤ δ (K)}
then it makes sense to compare JKcl (x, µNtc ) and infu∈UK

δ (K)

(x) JK (x, u).

(27)
More precisely,

in [13] (see also [14, Section 8.4]) it was shown that there are error terms δ1 (N) and
δ2 (K), converging to 0 as N → ∞ or K → ∞, respectively, such that the estimate
JKcl (x, µNtc ) ≤

inf

u∈UK
(x)
δ (K)

JK (x, u) + δ1 (N) + δ2 (K)

(28)

holds. In other words, among all solutions steering x into the δ (K)-neighborhood of
the optimal equilibrium xe , MPC yields the cheapest one up to error terms vanishing
as K and N become large.
In summary, except for inequality (28) which requires additional arguments, by
using terminal conditions the analysis of economic MPC schemes is not much more
difficult than the analysis of stabilizing MPC schemes. However, in contrast to the
stabilizing case, so far no systematic procedure for the construction of terminal costs
and constraint sets satisfying (26) is known. Hence, it appears attractive to avoid the
use of terminal conditions.
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5.2 No terminal conditions
If we want to avoid the use of terminal conditions, the analysis becomes considerably more involved. The reason is that without terminal conditions the relation (25)
changes to
JeN (x, u) = JN (x, u) + λ (x) − λ (xu (N, x)) − N`(xe , ue ).

(29)

This means that the difference between JN and JeN now depends on u and consequently the optimal trajectories do no longer coincide. Moreover, the central property exploited in the proof of Proposition 8, whose counterpart in the setting of this
section would be that λN−1 = `(xu?N (N − 1, x), u?N (N − 1)) is close to `(xe , ue ), is in
general not true for economic MPC, not even for simple examples, see [11, 12] or
[14, Chapter 8]. Hence, we cannot expect the arguments from the stabilizing case to
work.
For these reasons, we have to use different arguments, which are combinations
of arguments found in [11, 12, 18]. To this end we make the following assumptions.
Assumption 12 (i) The optimal control problem is strictly dissipative in the sense
of Definition 10.
(ii) There exist functions γV , γVe and γλ ∈ K∞ as well as ω, ω̃ ∈ L such that the
following inequalities hold for all x ∈ X and all N ∈ N∞ :
(a)
(b)
(c)

|VN (x) −VN (xe )| ≤ γV (|x|xe ) + ω(N)
|VeN (x) − VeN (xe )| ≤ γVe (|x|xe ) + ω̃(N)
|λ (x) − λ (xe )| ≤ γλ (|x|xe )

Part (ii) of this assumption is a uniform continuity assumption in xe . For the optimal
value functions VN and VeN it can, e.g., be guaranteed by local controllability around
xe , see [11, Theorem 6.4]. We note that this assumption together with the obvious
inequality VN (xe ) ≤ N`(xe , ue ) and boundedness of X implies VN (x) ≤ N`(xe , ue )+δ
with δ = supx∈X γV (|x|xe ) + ω(0). Hence, the optimal trajectories have the turnpike
property according to Remark 11(ii).
For writing (in)equalities that hold up to an error term, we use the following
convenient notation: for a sequence of functions aJ : X → R, J ∈ N, and another
function b : X → R we write aJ (x) ≈J b(x) if limJ→∞ supx∈X aJ (x) − b(x) = 0 and
we write aJ (x) <
∼J b(x) if lim supJ→∞ supx∈X aJ (x) − b(x) ≤ 0. In words, ≈J means
“= up to terms which are independent of x and vanish as J → ∞”, and <
∼J means
the same for ≤.
With these assumptions and notation we can now prove the following relations. For simplicity of exposition in what follows we limit ourselves to a bounded
state space X. If this is not satisfied, the following considerations can be made for
bounded subsets of X. As we will see, dynamic programming arguments are ubiquitous in the following considerations.
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Lemma 13 Let X be bounded. Then under Assumptions 12 the following approximate equalities hold.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

VN (x) ≈S JM (x, u?N ) +VN−M (xe ) for all M 6∈ Q(x, u?N , P, N)
VN (xe ) ≈S M`(xe , ue ) +VN−M (xe ) for all M 6∈ Q(xe , u?e
N , P, N)
e
e
VN (x) ≈N VN (x) + λ (x) −VN (x )

Here P ∈ N is an arbitrary number, S := min{P, N −M}, u?N is the control minimizing
e
JN (x, u), u?e
N is the control minimizing JN (x , u), and Q is the set from Remark 11(ii).
Moreover, (i) and (ii) also apply to the optimal control problem with stage cost `.˜
Proof. (i) Observe that using the constant control u ≡ ue we can estimate VN (xe ) ≤
JN (xe , u) = N`(xe , ue ). Thus, using Assumption 12 we get JN (x, u?N ) ≤ N`(xe , ue ) +
γV (|x|xe ) + ω(N), hence the turnpike property from Remark 11(ii) applies to the optimal trajectory with δ = γV (|x|xe )+ω(N). This in particular ensures |xu?N (M, x)|xe ≤
σδ (P) for all M 6∈ Q(x, u?N , P, N).
Now the dynamic programming equation (5) yields
VN (x) = JM (x, u?N ) +VN−M (xu?N (M, x)).
Hence, (i) holds with remainder terms R1 (x, M, N) = VN−M (xu?N (M, x)) −VN−M (xe ).
For any P ∈ N and any M 6∈ Q(x, u?N , P, N) we have |R1 (x, M, N)| ≤ γV (|xu?N (M, x)|xe )
+ω(N − M) ≤ γV (σδ (P)) + ω(N − M) and thus (i).
(ii) From the dynamic programming equation (4) and u ≡ ue we obtain
VN (xe ) ≤ M`(xe , ue ) +VN−M (xe ).
On the other hand, from (5) we have
VN (xe ) = JM (x, u?e
(M, xe ))
N ) +VN−M (xu?e
N
(M, xe )) + M`(xe , ue ) +VN−M (xu?e
(M, xe ))
= JeM (x, u?e
) −λ (xe ) + λ (xu?e
N
N
| {z N }
≥0

h
i
e
e
≥ VN−M (xe ) + M`(xe , ue ) + VN−M (xu?e
(M,
x
))
−V
(x
)
N−M
N
h
i
+ λ (xu?e
(M, xe )) − λ (xe )
N
Now since VN−M and λ satisfy Assumption 12(ii) and xu?e
(M, xe ) ≈P xe for all M 6∈
N
e
?e
Q(x , uN , P, N), we can conclude that the differences in the squared brackets have
values ≈S 0 which shows the assertion.
(iii) Fix x ∈ X and let u?N and ũ?N ∈ UN (x) denote the optimal control minimizing JN (x, u) and JeN (x, u), respectively. We note that if the optimal control problem
with cost ` is strictly dissipative then the problem with cost `˜ is strictly dissipative,
too, with bounded storage function λ ≡ 0 and same ρ ∈ K∞ . Moreover, VN (x) ≤
˜ e , ue ) + γ e (|x|xe ), since VN (xe ) ≤
N`(xe , ue ) + γV (|x|xe ) + ω(N) and VeN (x) ≤ N `(x
V
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N`(xe , ue ) and VeN (xe ) = 0. Hence, the turnpike property from Remark 11(ii) applies
to the optimal trajectories for both problems, yielding σδ ∈ L and Q(x, u?N , P, N) for
e ũ? , P, N) for xũ? . For all M 6∈ Q(x,
e ũ? , P, N) ∪ Q(xe , u?e , P, N)
xu?N and σ̃δ̃ and Q(x,
N
N
N
N
we can estimate
VN (x) ≤ JM (x, ũ?N ) +VN−M (xũ?N (M))
≤ JM (x, ũ?N ) +VN−M (xe ) + γV (σ̃δ̃ (P)) + ω(N − M)
≤ JeM (x, ũ?N ) − λ (x) + λ (xe ) + M`(xe , ue ) +VN−M (xe ) + γV (σ̃δ̃ (P))
+ γλ (σ̃δ̃ (P)) + ω(N − M)
e
e
<
∼S VN (x) − λ (x) +VN (x )
for S = min{P, N − M}, where we have applied the dynamic programming equation
(4) in the first inequality, the turnpike property for xũ?N and Assumption 12 and (29)
in the second and third inequality and (i) applied to VeN , and (ii) applied to ` in the
last step. Moreover, λ (xe ) = 0 and VeN (xe ) = 0 were used.
By exchanging the two optimal control problems and using the same inequalities
as above, we get
e
VeN (x) <
∼SVN (x) + λ (x) −VN (x )
e e , ũ?e , P, N). Together this implies
for all M 6∈ Q(x, u?N , P, N) ∪ Q(x
N
VeN (x) ≈S VN (x) + λ (x) −VN (xe )
e u? , P, N)∪Q(x, u?e , P, N)∪ Q(x
e e , ũ?e , P, N) and S =
for all M 6∈ Q(x, u?N , P, N)∪ Q(x,
N
N
N
min{P, N − M}.
Now, choosing P = bN/5c, the union of the four Q-sets has at most 4N/5 elements, hence there exists M ≤ N/5 for which this approximate inequality holds.
This yields S = bN/5c and thus ≈S implies ≈N , which shows (ii). t
u
We note that precise quantitative statements can be made for the error terms “hiding” in the ≈J -notation. Essentially, these terms depend on the distance between the
optimal trajectories to the optimal equilibrium in the turnpike property, as measured
by the function σδ in Remark 11(ii), and by the functions from Assumption 12. For
details we refer to [14, Chapter 8].
Now, as in the previous section we can proceed in two different ways. Again, the
first way consists in assuming `(xe , ue ) = 0 and the infinite horizon problem is well
defined, implying that |V∞ (x)| is finite for all x ∈ X. In this case, we can derive the
following additional relations.
Lemma 14 Let X be bounded, let Assumption 12 hold and assume `(xe , ue ) = 0.
Then the following approximate equalities hold.
(i)
(ii)

V∞ (x) ≈P JM (x, u?∞ ) +V∞ (xe ) for all M 6∈ Q(x, u?∞ , P, ∞)
JM (x, u?∞ ) ≈S JM (x, u?N )
for all M 6∈ Q(x, u?N , P, N)
∪Q(x, u?∞ , P, ∞).
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Here P ∈ N is an arbitrary number, S := min{P, N − M} and u?∞ and u?N are the
controls minimizing J∞ (x, u) and JN (x, u), respectively.
Proof. (i) The infinite horizon dynamic programming equation (13) yields
V∞ (x) = JM (x, u?∞ ) +V∞ (xu?∞ (M, x)).
Hence, we obtain
h
i
V∞ (x) = JM (x, u?∞ ) +V∞ (xe ) + V∞ (xu?∞ (M, x)) −V∞ (xe ) .
From the turnpike property in Remark 11(ii) and Assumption 12 for N = ∞ we
obtain that the term in square brackets is ≈P 0 for all M 6∈ Q(x, u?∞ , P, ∞), which
shows (i).
(ii) The finite horizon dynamic programming equations (4) and (5) imply that
u = u?N minimizes the expression JM (x, u) + VN−M (xu (M, x)). Using the turnpike
property and Assumption 12(ii) for VN this yields
JM (x, u?N ) +VN−M (xe ) ≈S JM (x, u?N ) +VN−M (xu?N (M, x))
≤ JM (x, u?∞ ) +VN−M (xu?∞ (M, x)) ≈S JM (x, u?∞ ) +VN−M (xe ).
for all M 6∈ Q(x, u?N , P, N) and S = min{P, N − M}.
Conversely, the infinite horizon dynamic programming equations (12) and (13)
imply that u?∞ minimizes the expression JM (x, u?∞ ) +V∞ (xu?∞ (M, x)). Using the turnpike property and Assumption 12(ii) for V∞ this yields
JM (x, u?∞ ) +V∞ (xe ) ≈P JM (x, u?∞ ) +V∞ (xu?∞ (M, x))
≤ JM (x, u?N ) +V∞ (xu?N (M, x)) ≈P JM (x, u?N ) +V∞ (xe )
for all M 6∈ Q(x, u?∞ , P, ∞). Combining these two approximate inequalities then implies (ii). t
u
With these preparations we can state our first theorem on the performance of
economic MPC without terminal conditions.
Theorem 15. Consider the MPC scheme without terminal conditions satisfying Assumption 12 and let X be bounded. Then there is δ1 ∈ L such that for all x ∈ X the
closed loop solution xMPC (k) generated by this scheme with xMPC (0) = x satisfies
the inequality
(30)
JKcl (x, µN ) +V∞ (xMPC (K)) ≤ V∞ (x) + Kδ1 (N)
for all K, N ∈ N.
Proof. We pick x ∈ X and abbreviate x+ := f (x, µN (x)). For the corresponding optimal control u?N , the relation (6) yields that u?N (· + 1) is an optimal control for initial
value x+ and horizon N − 1. Hence, for each M ∈ {1, . . . , N} we obtain
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`(x, µN (x)) = VN (x) −VN−1 (x+ ) = JN (x, u?N ) − JN−1 (x+ , u?N (· + 1))
= JM (x, u?N ) − JM−1 (x+ , u?N (· + 1)),
where the last equality follows from the fact that the omitted terms in the sums
defining JM (x, u?N ) and JM−1 (x+ , u?N (· + 1)) coincide. Using Lemma 14(i) for N, x
and M and for N − 1, x+ and M − 1, respectively, yields
V∞ (x) −V∞ (x+ ) ≈P JM (x, u?∞ ) +V∞ (xe ) − JM−1 (x+ , u?∞ ) −V∞ (xe )
≈P JM (x, u?∞ ) − JM−1 (x+ , u?∞ ).
Putting the two (approximate) equations together and using Lemma 14(ii) yields
`(x, µN (x)) ≈S V∞ (x) −V∞ (x+ ).

(31)

for all M ∈ {1, . . . , N} satisfying M 6∈ Q(x, u?N , P, N) ∪ Q(x, u?∞ , P, ∞) and M − 1 6∈
Q(x+ , u?N (· + 1), P, N − 1) ∪ Q(x+ , u?∞ (· + 1), P, ∞). Since each of the four Q sets
contains at most P elements, their union contains at most 4P elements and hence if
N > 8P then there is at least one such M with M ≤ N/2.
Thus, choosing P = b(N − 1)/8c yields the existence of M ≤ N/2 such that (31)
holds with S = b(N −1)/8c, implying that ≈S in (31) can be replaced by ≈N . Hence,
the error in (31) can be bounded by δ1 (N) for a function δ1 ∈ L , yielding
`(x, µN (x)) ≤ V∞ (x) −V∞ (x+ ) + δ1 (N).

(32)

Applying (32) for x = xMPC (k), k = 0, . . . , K − 1, we can then conclude
K−1

JKcl (x, µN ) =
≤

∑ `(xMPC (k), µN (xMPC (k)))
k=0
K−1 

∑


V∞ (xMPC (k)) −V∞ (xMPC (k + 1)) + δ1 (N)

k=0

≤ V∞ (x) −V∞ (xMPC (K)) + Kδ1 (N).
This proves the claim. t
u
The interpretation of inequality (30) is as follows: If we concatenate the closed loop
trajectory (xMPC (0), . . . , xMPC (K)) with the infinite horizon optimal trajectory emanating from xMPC (K), then the overall cost JKcl (x, µN ) + V∞ (xMPC (K)) is less than
the optimal cost V∞ (x) plus the error term Kδ1 (N). In other words, for large N the
initial piece of the MPC closed loop trajectory is an initial piece of an approximately
optimal infinite horizon trajectory.
With similar arguments as in the proofs of Lemma 13 and 14 one can also prove
the approximate equation
VN (x) ≈N VN−1 (x) + `(xe , ue ).
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Using this relation, Lemma 13(iii) and the dynamic programming equation (7), for
x+ = f (x, µN (x)) we obtain
VeN (x+ ) ≈N VN (x+ ) + λ (x+ ) −VN (xe )
≈N VN−1 (x+ ) + `(xe , ue ) + λ (x+ ) −VN (xe )
= VN (x) − `(x, µN (x)) + `(xe , ue ) + λ (x+ ) −VN (xe )
≈N VeN (x) −`(x, µN (x)) + `(xe , ue ) + λ (x+ ) − λ (x) .
|
{z
}

(33)

˜
=−`(x,µ
N (x))

This implies that the modified optimal value function decays in each step, except for
˜ µN (x)) ≥
an error term which vanishes as N → ∞. Since VeN (x) ≥ ρ(|x|xe ) and `(x,
ρ(|x|xe ), from this we can conclude that as k → ∞ the closed loop solution xMPC (k)
converges to a neighbourhood of xe , which shrinks down to xe for N → ∞ (for a
rigorous application of this argument see [14, Section 8.6]). In fact, due to the upper
bound on VeN induced by Assumption 12(ii), we can even conclude the existence of
β ∈ K L and κ ∈ L such that for all x ∈ X the MPC closed loop solution xMPC (k)
with xMPC (0) = x satisfies
|xMPC (k)|xe ≤ max{β (|x|xe , k), κ(N)}

(34)

for all N, k ∈ N, cf. [14, Theorem 8.33]. This means that the optimal equilibrium xe
is practically asymptotically stable for the MPC closed loop.
We note that already in very simple examples (see again [11, 12] or [14, Chapter
8]) convergence to the optimal equilibrium xe will not hold for the MPC closed loop.
Hence, in the absence of terminal conditions, practical asymptotic stability of xe is
in general the best one can obtain. This also explains the factor K before δ1 (N) in
the estimate from Theorem 15. Since the trajectory always has a little distance to the
optimal equilibrium, in each step we collect a small error and these errors sum up
from 0 to K − 1, resulting in the factor K in front of the error term. Note, however,
that the fact that the trajectory stays near xe prevents the solution from deteriorating
as k → ∞, even though the error term in (30) tends to infinite for large K.
Due to the fact that the closed loop solution converges to a neighbourhood of xe ,
it seems plausible that also without terminal conditions we can obtain a performance
estimate for JKcl (x, µN ) without reference to the infinite horizon problem, similar to
(28). Our last theorem shows that this is indeed possible.
Theorem 16. Consider the MPC scheme without terminal conditions satisfying Assumption 12 and let X be bounded. Then there are δ1 , δ2 , δ3 ∈ L such that for all
x ∈ X the closed loop solution xMPC (k) generated by this scheme with xMPC (0) = x
satisfies the inequality
JKcl (x, µN ) ≤

inf

u∈UK
(x)
δ (K)

JK (x, u) + δ1 (N) + Kδ2 (N) + δ3 (K)

for all K, N ∈ N, for UKδ (K) (x) from (27) with δ (K) := |xMPC (K)|xe .

(35)
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Proof. From (33) we obtain
˜ µN (x)) ≈N VeN (x) − VeN ( f (x, µN (x))).
`(x,
˜ µN (x))
We denote the error in this approximate equation by δ2 (N). Summing `(x,
along the closed-loop trajectory then yields
K−1

˜ MPC (k), µN (xMPC (k))) ≤ VeN (x) − VeN (xMPC (K)) + Kδ2 (N).
∑ `(x

(36)

k=0

Now the dynamic programming equation (4) and Assumption 12(ii) yield for all
K ∈ {1, . . . , N} and all u ∈ UKδ (K) (x)
JeK (x, u) = JeK (x, u) + VeN−K (xu (K, x)) − VeN−K (xu (K, x)) ≥ VeN (x) − γVe (δ (K)). (37)
{z
} |
{z
}
|
≥VeN (x)

≤γVe (δ (K))

Due to the non-negativity of `,˜ for K ≥ N we get JeK (x, u) ≥ VeN (x) for all u ∈ UK (x).
Hence (37) holds for all K ∈ N. Moreover, we have VeN (x) ≥ 0. Using (36), (37),
(29) and the definition of δ2 , for all u ∈ UKδ (K) (x) we obtain
K−1

JKcl (x, µN (x)) =

˜ MPC (k), µN (xMPC (k))) − λ (x) + λ (xMPC (K))
∑ `(x
k=0

≤ VeN (x) − VeN (xMPC (K)) + Kδ2 (N) − λ (x) + λ (xMPC (K))
≤ JeK (x, u) + γ e (δ (K)) − VeN (xMPC (K)) + Kδ2 (N) − λ (x) + λ (xMPC (K))
V

= JK (x, u) + γVe (δ (K)) − VeN (xMPC (K)) + Kδ2 (N) − λ (xu (K, x)) + λ (xMPC (K))
≤ JK (x, u) + γVe (δ (K)) + Kδ2 (N) + 2γλ (δ (K)).
Now from (34) we obtain
γVe (δ (K)) + 2γλ (δ (K)) ≤ sup γVe (β (|x|xe , K)) + 2γλ (β (|x|xe , K))
x∈X
{z
}
|
=:δ3 (K)

+ γVe (κ(N)) + 2γλ (κ(N))
|
{z
}
=:δ1 (N)

which finishes the proof. t
u
The interpretation of this result is similar to that of (28): among all solutions steering x into the δ (K)-neighbourhood of the optimal equilibrium xe , MPC yields the
cheapest one up to error terms vanishing for large K and larger N.
We would like to note that the results from this section have been extended in
various ways. For instance, in many examples it can be observed that the error
terms δ j (N) converge to 0 exponentially fast as N → ∞, i.e., that they are of the
form δ j (N) = CΘ N for C > 0 and Θ ∈ (0, 1). Conditions under which this can be
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rigorously proved can be found in [18]. Another extension concerns replacing the
optimal equilibrium xe by a periodic orbit. Corresponding results can be found, e.g.,
in [2, 24, 31]. Currently, one research focus is the extension of the results to arbitrary
time varying problems, in which xe is replaced by a general time varying trajectory
with certain optimality properties. First results on this topic will appear in [14].

6 Conclusions
We have presented a collection of results about the infinite horizon closed loop
performance and stability of MPC closed loop trajectories, for both stabilizing and
economic MPC and for schemes with and without terminal conditions. In the course
of this analysis, we have shown that dynamic programming arguments are needed
in a lot of different places and for various purposes. Dynamic programming thus
forms an indispensable tool for understanding the behavior of MPC schemes.
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